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Children’s implicit attitude acquisition: Evaluative statements succeed, repeated pairings fail 

Research Highlights

 Understanding how and when implicit attitudes are acquired in childhood is important for 

theories of implicit social cognition and human learning. 

 The separate and joint effects of acquiring implicit attitudes through evaluative statements 

(ES) and four variations of repeated evaluative pairings (REP) are compared.

 Children acquired implicit attitudes following ES and ES+REP, highlighting the surprisingly 

early-emerging power of verbal statements to create implicit attitudes.

 Children did not acquire implicit attitudes following REP variations, even those designed to 

maximize learning, suggesting an age-related limit in acquiring implicit attitudes from 

pairings.
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Abstract

From the earliest ages tested, children and adults show similar overall magnitudes of implicit 

attitudes towards various social groups. However, such consistency in attitude magnitude may 

obscure meaningful age-related change in the ways that children (versus adults) acquire implicit 

attitudes. This experiment investigated children’s implicit attitude acquisition by comparing the 

separate and joint effects of two learning interventions, previously shown to form implicit attitudes in 

adults. Children (N = 280, ages 7-11 years) were taught about novel social groups through either 

evaluative statements (ES; auditorily-presented verbal statements such as “Longfaces are bad, 

Squarefaces are good ”), repeated evaluative pairings (REP; visual pairings of Longface/Squareface 

group members with valenced images such as a puppy or snake), or a combination of ES+REP. 

Results showed that children acquired implicit attitudes following ES and ES+REP, with REP 

providing no additional learning beyond ES alone. Moreover, children did not acquire implicit 

attitudes in four variations of REP, each designed to facilitate learning by systematically increasing 

verbal scaffolding to specify (a) the learning goal, (b) the valence of the unconditioned stimuli, and 

(c) the group categories of the conditioned stimuli. These findings underscore the early-emerging role 

of verbal statements in children’s implicit attitude acquisition, as well as a possible age-related limit 

in children’s acquisition of novel implicit attitudes from repeated pairings.

Keywords: associative learning, attitude acquisition, evaluative conditioning, implicit 

attitudes, propositional learning, social cognitive development
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Children’s implicit attitude acquisition: Evaluative statements succeed, repeated pairings fail 

From the earliest ages tested, children show adult-like levels of automatic social group 

evaluations (implicit attitudes; Baron & Banaji, 2006; Dunham, Baron, & Banaji, 2008), suggesting 

that such attitudes come online early and may not change across the lifespan. This age-related 

similarity appears robust across attitudes toward Black vs. White Americans (Baron & Banaji, 2006; 

Newheiser & Olson, 2012), Hispanic vs. White Americans (Dunham, Baron, & Banaji, 2007), 

religious groups (Heiphetz, Spelke, Harris, & Banaji, 2013), and even minimal groups (Dunham, 

Baron, & Carey, 2011). This “developmental invariance” also generalizes across cultures (Cvencek, 

Meltzoff, & Kapur, 2014; Dunham, Newheiser, Hoosain, Merrill, & Olson, 2014; Qian et al., 2016; 

Rutland, Cameron, Milne, & Mcgeorge, 2005; Steele, George, Williams, & Tay, 2018). Such 

consistency suggests that “developmental invariance may represent a core property of the implicit 

associative system” (p. 51, Baron, 2015).

However, similarity observed in children and adults’ mean-levels of implicit attitudes need not 

imply underlying similarity in how they acquire implicit attitudes (Baron, 2015). While much has 

been learned about adult’s implicit attitude acquisition (for a review see Cone, Mann, & Ferguson, 

2017), no study has systematically compared multiple learning interventions to examine children’s 

implicit attitude acquisition. The present research addresses this question, yielding insights into 

fundamental processes of developing implicit attitudes, a core component of social cognition.

Mechanisms of Implicit Attitude Acquisition.

Much recent work on learning and attitude acquisition has made a distinction between two 

fundamentally different modalities of learning: (1) repeated pairings of evaluative images and 

category exemplars (evaluative conditioning), and (2) explicit rule-based evaluative statements about 

categories. Leading associative and dual-process theories posit that implicit attitudes are uniquely, or 

at least primarily, acquired by the former process (pairings) and therefore only represent stimulus 

associations (i.e., Laapians – Good, Baeyens, Eelen, Crombez, & van den Bergh, 1992; Rydell & 

McConnell, 2006; Strack & Deutsch, 2004). In contrast, propositional theories emphasize that implicit 

attitudes can be acquired not only through pairings, but also from rule-based statements and, as such, 
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can represent explicit relational information (i.e., “Laapians are good”, De Houwer, 2014, 2018; De 

Houwer & Hughes, 2016; Zanon, De Houwer, Gast, & Smith, 2014). 

Adult learners can acquire novel implicit attitudes from both types of learning interventions: 

repeated evaluative pairings (REP; visually-presented pairings of group exemplars with valenced 

images) and verbal evaluative statements (ES; brief statements about which group goes with which 

valenced image), as well as their combination (ES+REP), consistently produce learning above 

baseline (Kurdi & Banaji, 2017, 2019). Additionally, although all interventions produce learning, ES 

(and ES+REP) produce stronger implicit attitudes than REP. 

Thus, if developmental invariance is indeed a core property of implicit social cognition, then 

children, like adults, should acquire implicit attitudes following all learning interventions, with 

superiority of ES over REP. If, however, age-related similarity emerges only in attitude magnitude but 

not in modalities of learning, children may show unique patterns of acquisition (not acquiring 

attitudes from REP and/or ES). Specifically, children may differ from adults in not acquiring implicit 

attitudes from either intervention, perhaps requiring more diagnostic information to make an inductive 

inference about a group (Schulz, 2012). Alternatively, children may acquire implicit attitudes from 

only one intervention: only from REP (not ES), perhaps due to verbal and executive function demands 

of maintaining the statement in mind (Munakata, Snyder, & Chatham, 2012); or only from ES (not 

REP), perhaps due to additional inferential demands in learning from pairings (Kurdi & Banaji, 2017; 

Van Dessel, Hughes, & De Houwer, 2019). Research supporting each of these possibilities is 

elaborated below.

Age-related Similarity or Change in Implicit Attitude Acquisition.

In an initial test of age-related similarity in implicit attitude acquisition, children (ages 5-12) 

were found to acquire novel implicit attitudes following a detailed verbal story (Gonzalez, Dunlop, & 

Baron, 2016). Similarly, children in the present experiment may acquire implicit attitudes following 

verbal evaluative statements (ES). 

However, past research used extensive stories that increase rehearsal, immersion in the vivid 

narrative, and evidence of diagnostic evaluative properties (a group’s character traits or behaviors), 

often argued to be especially conducive to implicit attitude acquisition (e.g., Cone et al., 2017; Mann, 

Kurdi, & Banaji, in press). By contrast, the ES intervention in the present work provides only A
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contingency information about the co-occurrence between groups and evaluative stimuli 

(positive/negative pictures). Thus, ES is notably minimal in that it (a) consists of only a single 

sentence that limits rehearsal and vividness, and (b) provides no diagnostic evaluative evidence. ES 

may therefore be insufficient for children’s acquisition and expression of implicit attitudes. 

Furthermore, children may have difficulty in ES because the ability to form, maintain, and 

express rules requires executive control and prefrontal cortex development (Davidson, Amso, Cruess 

Anderson, & Diamond, 2006; Munakata et al., 2012). This is especially true for competing rules, such 

as remembering the evaluative statement (e.g., “group X is paired with good”) versus the 

requirements to complete the Implicit Association Test (IAT) (e.g., “group X is sorted with bad in this 

part of the task”). Thus, children may show weak or no implicit attitude acquisition following ES.

To date, no study has examined developmental patterns of implicit attitude acquisition from 

pairings. However, associative theories would suggest that pairings will be equally effective for 

children and adults since implicit attitude acquisition from pairings relies on low-level stimulus-

driven mechanisms rather than high-level reasoning (Rydell & McConnell, 2006; Strack & Deutsch, 

2004). Additionally, even young infants track co-occurrences between stimuli to acquire information 

ranging from causality (e.g., one ball hitting co-occurs with another ball moving, Gopnik, Sobel, 

Schulz, & Glymour, 2001) to word boundaries (Saffran, Aslin, & Newport, 1996; for a review see 

Santolin & Saffran, 2017). Finally, 3-year-old children appear to acquire explicit attitudes from 

pairings (Halbeisen, Walther, & Schneider, 2016). However, that study measured attitudes towards 

single individuals, not groups, on explicit, not implicit measures, which could arise from children 

simply reporting back what was presented to them but without acquiring an underlying attitude. 

Nevertheless, such evidence suggests that children may acquire implicit attitudes following REP.

On the other hand, learning from pairings appears to improve with age in visual statistical 

learning (Arciuli & Simpson, 2011), classical conditioning (O’Donnell & Brown, 1973), and 

evaluative conditioning (Hofmann, De Houwer, Perugini, Baeyens, & Crombez, 2010). Indeed, 

children’s meta-analytic learning effect from evaluative conditioning is small (d = .11) and not 

significant, unlike the robust effect for adults (d = .52; Hofmann et al., 2010). Thus, children may 

show weak or no implicit attitude acquisition following REP.
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A final possibility is that children may require additional information to scaffold their learning 

from REP. Recent perspectives argue that learning from pairings requires multiple inferential steps 

(Kurdi & Banaji, 2017; Van Dessel et al., 2019). For instance, in the current experiment, the learner 

must infer that: the goal is to learn the relationship between stimuli (goal inference); unconditioned 

stimuli (US) are organized by positive/negative valence (valence inference); conditioned stimuli (CS) 

are organized into two group categories (group inference, e.g., Baron, Dunham, Banaji, & Carey, 

2014); and CS and US categories have a meaningful relationship (relational inference, e.g., Zanon et 

al., 2014). Facilitating these inferential steps may be crucial for children’s implicit attitude acquisition 

from pairings.

In sum, competing predictions can be offered on when and how children acquire implicit 

social group attitudes from evaluative statements and/or pairings. This experiment provides the first 

test directly comparing multiple learning manipulations to begin to isolate the conditions for 

children’s implicit attitude acquisition, with implications for attitude theory and interventions.

Method

Participants.

A sample of 316 children was recruited from a children’s museum and local parks in Boston 

and Cambridge, MA. The age range (7-11 years) ensured that children could complete the child-

adapted IAT (Baron & Banaji, 2006) and detect group boundaries without explicit labels (Baron et al., 

2014). Data were omitted for: failure to complete the IAT (4 participants); experimenter/computer 

error (1); misunderstanding instructions or random responding (6); and being outside the age range 

(25). 

The final sample consisted of 280 children, Mage = 9.07 years [7.00; 10.95 years], SDage = 1.14 

years, half of whom were identified by their parents as female (N = 155) and White (N = 146). The 

remaining participants were Asian (N = 76), other race (N = 46), or Black/African-American (N = 12). 

Children were distributed across 7 conditions, defined below (39 Control, 39 ES, 44 ES+REP, 42 

REPmin.instruct, 39 REPmax.instruct, 38 REPval.label, 39 REPgroup.label). Explicit attitude data was incomplete 

for 4 participants, leaving 276 participants for explicit attitude analyses.

Materials.
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Stimuli were chosen to be identical to those used previously with adults (Kurdi & Banaji, 

2017). Conditioned stimuli (CS) were morphed photographs of White men transformed to create two 

distinct groups: “Longfaces” (length-to-width ratio 2:1) or “Squarefaces” (length-to-width ratio 4:3; 

Figure 1a). Valenced stimuli (unconditioned stimuli, US) were cartoons of intrinsically positive and 

negative objects (Figure 1b). 

Procedure.

Learning Phase. Participants completed the experiment individually on a computer, with an 

experimenter present to read instructions and ensure attention. Participants were assigned to a control 

condition or one of six learning conditions, described below1. Because (1) the groups were novel and 

assumed to be neutral, (2) previous research showed no baseline implicit preference for Squarefaces 

(a finding also replicated in this experiment), and (3) the relative effect of each condition was of 

primary interest, only one pairing was implemented and all children were taught that Squarefaces are 

good and Longfaces are bad.

Learning conditions differed in the amount and type of information provided to participants 

(see Table 1): (1) exposure to CS–US pairings, (2) learning goal (explicit instruction to learn the 

relationship between CSs and USs), (3) valence labels (verbally labeling USs as positive/negative), 

(4) group labels (verbally labeling CSs as Longfaces/Squarefaces), and (5) relational description 

(verbal instruction that Squarefaces will be paired with positive images and Longfaces with negative 

images). Verbatim instruction text is provided in supplemental materials.

In the control condition, children viewed 16 US–US pairings2 (i.e., “good” pictures with 

“good” pictures, “bad” pictures with “bad” pictures) and received no further information. In the ES 

condition, participants were verbally informed about upcoming pairings (providing valence, group, 

and relational information) but did not view any actual pairings. In the ES+REP condition, 

participants received verbal statements (as in ES) and exposure to pairings (as in REP). All REP 

conditions provided 16 simultaneous presentations of Squarefaces/positive US images and 

Longfaces/negative US images, randomized for each participant. Each pairing was presented for 

2,500 ms, followed by a 1,000-ms intertrial blank screen. 

REP conditions systematically increased the information provided to participants: (1) 

REPmin.instruct provided no instructions beyond the general statement that pictures of groups would A
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appear with other images; (2) REPmax.instruct provided the explicit learning goal to learn the relationship 

between two types of groups and two kinds of images; (3) REPlabels additionally provided valence 

labels for the US (“good images” vs. “bad images”); and (4) REPgroup.labels additionally provided group 

labels for the CS (“Squarefaces” vs. “Longfaces”). Notably, no REP condition provided explicit 

relational information because, unlike in ES and ES+REP, children were never told that Squarefaces 

are positive or Longfaces are negative.

Test Phase. After learning, children completed tests of implicit attitudes, explicit attitudes, and 

memory for the learning manipulation.

Implicit attitudes. Implicit attitudes were assessed using the child-adapted Implicit Association 

Test (Baron & Banaji, 2006). Like the adult-IAT, the Child-IAT measures the strength of association 

between two groups (Longfaces/Squarefaces) and two attributes (good/bad). Response latencies to 

categorize group and attribute stimuli are compared across two critical blocks: (1) a learning-

congruent block, where Squarefaces/good words (and Longfaces/bad words) are assigned the same 

buttons; and (2) a learning-incongruent block, where Longfaces/good words (and Squarefaces/bad 

words) are assigned the same buttons. Attribute stimuli are presented auditorily through headphones 

to reduce reading demands, and large color-coded categorization buttons are used to reduce dexterity 

demands. Faster responses are assumed to reflect stronger associations between the group and 

attribute (stronger Squarefaces-good/Longfaces-bad association), yielding higher IAT D-scores. 

Explicit attitudes and memory check. After the Child-IAT, children completed two forced-

choice explicit attitude measures in randomized order (“Which of these groups do you think is 

better?” “Which of these groups would you like to play with?”). Additionally, to measure 

retrospective recall for the instructions or pairing contingencies, children completed a forced-choice 

memory check (“Which of these groups was paired with good pictures?”). For all questions, pictures 

of Longfaces/Squarefaces were presented side-by-side and children pointed to their answer. Children 

and their parent/guardian were debriefed and offered a handstamp or sticker.

Analytic Strategy.

Primary analyses were conducted in a Bayesian framework3, offering advantages over more 

typical frequentist approaches in the ability to (1) quantify evidence for (or against) the null, (2) 

provide interpretable estimates of the weight of this evidence as percentages (rather than non-intuitive A
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p-values and confidence intervals), and (3) accommodate smaller sample sizes, typical in 

developmental research. These advantages are achieved because Bayesian models provide a 

probability distribution over all potential values of coefficients given a certain sample (e.g., mean 

differences between conditions), known as the posterior distribution. A region of practical 

equivalence (ROPE) can then be established with a range of values a priori deemed consistent with 

the null hypothesis (Kruschke, 2015). The percentage of the posterior distribution that falls within (or 

outside) the ROPE is then calculated to provide an interpretable index of the weight of evidence for 

(or against) the null.

In this paper, if more than 95% of the posterior distribution fell outside the ROPE, we inferred 

that the alternative hypothesis (H1) was supported. Analogously, if more than 95% of the posterior fell 

within the ROPE, we inferred that the null hypothesis (H0) was supported. Finally, if less than 95% of 

the posterior fell outside/within the ROPE, we used the percentage of the posterior falling outside (or 

within) the ROPE as a relative index of evidence in favor of H1 (or H0) without reaching firm 

conclusions. 

In addition, the 95% highest density interval (HDI) provided a secondary criterion for 

inference. The HDI specifies the upper and lower bounds of 95% of the posterior distribution, 

indicating the most likely values of the coefficient. If the HDI does not include zero, then the 

coefficient can be interpreted as meaningfully different from zero (support for H1). 

Implicit attitudes. Child-IAT D-scores were computed using the improved scoring algorithm 

(Greenwald, Nosek, & Banaji, 2003). For implicit attitudes, the ROPE was the IAT D-score interval 

of [-0.15, 0.15], typically reported as an interval of “no bias” (http://implicit.harvard.edu). A Bayesian 

linear regression was fit using rstanarm (Goodrich, Gabry, Ali, & Brilleman, 2018) in R (R Core 

Team, 2017). Default (uninformative) priors and 10,000 iterations of the Markov Chain Monte Carlo 

sampler were used.

Explicit attitudes. Responses on the two forced-choice explicit questions were analyzed using 

a Bayesian generalized linear mixed-effects model with random intercepts for participants and items 

to account for dependencies. For the intercept (control condition), the probability estimate indicates 

the chance of providing an explicit Squareface=good response. For all slopes (all learning conditions), 

the estimates indicate an increase in the probability of providing a Squareface=good response, relative A
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to control. The ROPE of [0.35, 0.65] was centered around chance (0.50), with a range of +/- 0.15 

points, similar to the implicit attitude null interval. 

Results

Implicit Attitudes.

As shown in Table 2 and Figure 2, children showed no preference for Squarefaces or 

Longfaces in the control condition, reinforcing that these groups provide a neutral reference point. In 

line with prior data from adults (Kurdi & Banaji, 2017), both ES and ES+REP produced large 

learning effects compared to control, with 99% and 100% of the posterior distributions, respectively, 

falling outside of the null interval. Additionally, no meaningful difference was found between ES vs. 

ES+REP, also replicating adult data and highlighting the primary role of ES (see supplemental 

materials).

Unlike ES and ES+REP, no variant of REP provided evidence for implicit attitude acquisition 

(Table 2). Strong evidence in favor of the null hypothesis was obtained in the most minimal REP 

variant (REPmin.instruct), in the REP variant providing additional instructions about learning goals 

(REPmax.instruct), and even in the REP variant providing additional valence (US) distinctions (REPlabels). 

The REP variant providing information about group (CS) distinctions (in addition to valence and 

learning goals, REPgroup.labels) provided suggestive evidence in favor of the null (albeit more 

ambiguous): the HDI included zero, but only 76% of the posterior distribution fell within the null 

interval. Across all REP variants, it therefore appears that children did not acquire novel implicit 

attitudes following exposure to stimulus pairings, even with additional scaffolding.

Implicit attitude acquisition was further examined among only those children who passed the 

memory check (see supplemental materials). Crucially, the pattern of results was unchanged, with no 

learning from REP even among children who explicitly recalled the pairings. This important finding 

rules out the possibility that children’s lack of implicit attitude acquisition from REP was due to a 

lack of contingency memory or to some failure of the manipulations. Moreover, the result is notable 

given theorizing that contingency memory predicts adult’s learning from pairings (Hofmann et al., 

2010). By contrast, children may be less able or willing than adults to use contingency information to 

acquire and express implicit attitudes.

Explicit Attitudes. A
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Children in the control condition revealed a small baseline explicit preference for Squarefaces 

(Table 3). Compared to control, children showed explicit attitude acquisition in both ES and ES+REP, 

although the percentage of posterior distributions outside the ROPE was slightly below the 

prespecified criterion (91% and 94%, respectively). 

As with implicit attitudes, children in all REP variants showed little evidence of explicit 

attitude acquisition above control, with all 95% HDIs including zero. However, for all REP variants, 

the percentage of the posterior falling in the ROPE suggested inconclusive evidence for or against the 

null (Table 3). Nevertheless, it appears that children generally acquired strong explicit attitudes 

following ES and ES+REP but not following any REP condition.

Memory Checks. 

Full results of memory checks are reported in supplemental materials. Compared to a chance 

(50%) baseline, children in ES and ES+REP were significantly above chance in recalling the accurate 

pairings (i.e., Squarefaces paired with good pictures). Accurate recall in the most minimal REP 

(REPmin.instruct) did not deviate from chance. Surprisingly, however, participants in all other REP 

variants were significantly above chance. Thus, while additional scaffolding in REP was not sufficient 

for children to acquire implicit attitudes, it nevertheless appeared to successively improve recall for 

contingencies. Again, this reinforces that the REP learning manipulation did not fail since most 

children recalled the contingencies. Instead, it suggests the novel result that contingency memory 

alone may not be sufficient for the acquisition and expression of implicit attitudes among children. 

Additional analyses were conducted with memory performance in each condition compared to 

the control condition (supplemental materials). However, these analyses are difficult to interpret 

because, at baseline, children were above chance in reporting that Squarefaces were paired with 

positive images, despite having never seen any pairings. The most likely explanation for this result is 

that, in the absence of pertinent information, recall was driven by explicit preferences (“affect as 

information” effect; Hütter, Sweldens, Stahl, Unkelbach, & Klauer, 2012). Thus, these comparisons 

remain inconclusive4.

General Discussion

This research explored the conditions that enable children’s implicit attitude acquisition. In so 

doing, this experiment provided the first developmental test of ongoing theoretical debates between A
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associative and propositional models of attitude acquisition (Baeyens, Eelen, Crombez, & van den 

Bergh, 1992; De Houwer, 2014; 2018; Hughes & De Houwer, 2016; Rydell & McConnell, 2006; 

Strack & Deutsch, 2004). Moreover, the experiment offers insights into theories of social cognitive 

development and developmental change, and reinforces that understanding age-related similarity or 

change in attitudes requires investigating not only attitude magnitude but also attitude acquisition 

(Baron, 2015). Indeed, this experiment makes a novel contribution in revealing both age-related 

similarity and change in children’s implicit attitude acquisition. Beyond their theoretical import, these 

findings also have implications for interventions: identifying the timing and mechanisms of 

acquisition can inform the optimal moments and methods to shift implicit attitudes toward neutrality 

(Gonzalez, Steele, & Baron, 2017). 

Mechanisms of Children’s Implicit Attitude Acquisition.

While children have been shown to acquire implicit attitudes from elaborate stories (Gonzalez 

et al., 2016), this experiment shows the surprising result that children also acquired attitudes from 

statements that were minimal both in their brevity and lack of diagnostic evaluative evidence (e.g., 

character traits, behaviors), instead providing only contingency information about groups and 

evaluative stimuli. Moreover, implicit attitude acquisition was not improved by experience with 

evaluative pairings (ES+REP), implying that statements drive learning. This power of explicit 

statements is particularly impressive considering that implicit attitudes were measured on an arguably 

“associative” test (the Implicit Association Test).

Crucially, the present experiment also showed that children at these ages do not yet acquire 

implicit attitudes from repeated evaluative pairings (REP). This result may be surprising given (1) the 

assumption that learning from pairings relies on low-level associative learning (Rydell & McConnell, 

2006), as well as (2) children’s capacities for tracking co-occurrences (Santolin & Saffran, 2017).  On 

the other hand, this result aligns with emerging perspectives that learning from REP requires multiple 

inferences (Kurdi & Banaji, 2017; Van Dessel et al., 2019). Successful learning from REP may 

require as many as four inferences: the goal of the task (goal inference); the valence of the 

unconditioned stimuli (US) (valence inference); the group structure of the conditioned stimuli (CS) 

(group inference); and the relationship between CS and US (relational inference). While adults 
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appear to make these inferences spontaneously, this experiment tested whether children require 

additional scaffolding for learning from REP. 

Surprisingly, even after providing assistance to encourage goal, valence, and group inferences, 

children failed to acquire implicit attitudes from pairings. Thus, in line with propositional theories (De 

Houwer, 2014, 2018; De Houwer & Hughes, 2016), the data highlight the importance of the final 

relational inference, where the learner must infer an equivalence relationship (i.e., that group X is 

good). The present REP paradigm may not be sufficient for children to make and use this inference in 

forming and expressing their attitudes. Rather, providing explicit relational information (as in ES) 

may be necessary for implicit attitude acquisition.

Age-related Similarity or Change in Implicit Attitudes.

Discussions of age-related similarity versus change in implicit attitudes (Baron, 2015) can be 

informed by comparing the present data with published data from adults using similar stimuli and 

designs (Kurdi & Banaji, 2017, 2019). Children’s robust learning following ES and ES+REP implies 

age-related similarity in acquiring implicit attitudes from verbal instruction (see also Gonzalez et al., 

2016). Yet children’s absence of implicit attitude acquisition following REP suggests a possible 

source of age-related change. As discussed, this change may be due to concurrent developments in the 

ability to spontaneously infer stimuli relationships. Future research could examine older children to 

identify when such capacities come online, as well as directly measure age-related capacities 

presumed to scaffold acquisition, such as the development of relational inferences, inferences about 

experimenter/teacher intentions or accuracy (Koenig & Harris, 2005; Schulz, 2012), and 

categorization abilities (Bigler & Liben, 1992). 

Finally, given that age-related change was identified by offering the first comparison across 

learning manipulations (ES vs. REP variants), additional comparisons may reveal when and why age-

related similarity/change emerges in implicit social cognition. Given the many interventions that have 

been compared in adults (Lai et al., 2014), extending systematic comparisons into childhood seems 

warranted. 

Limitations.

This experiment compared four variants of repeated evaluative pairings (REP), providing both 

internal replications of our results and, more important, identifying possible inferential prerequisites A
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for acquiring implicit attitudes from pairings. Although adequate for a first test, these variants do not 

exhaust all possibilities. For example, although the number of pairings does not appear to affect 

adults’ learning from REP (Kurdi & Banaji, 2019), it is possible that, for children, effective learning 

requires more than 16 co-occurrences. Furthermore, the pairings’ base-rate may moderate learning, 

with slightly variable base-rates (e.g., 75% Squarefaces=bad/Longfaces=good) resulting in greater 

learning (Brauer, Er-rafiy, Kawakami, & Phills, 2012). Finally, learning may be facilitated when 

pairings are repeated across multiple occasions, shown to more effectively alter implicit evaluations in 

both adults (McNulty, Olson, Jones, & Acosta, 2017) and children (Qian et al., 2017). 

An additional feature was the use of novel fictional groups (Longfaces/Squarefaces), which 

help control for baseline variations in previous experiences and preferences and isolate the 

psychological mechanisms of interest. Nevertheless, it is also important to understand whether 

patterns of age-related change in implicit attitude acquisition extend to real-world social groups or 

age-relevant stimuli. In particular, real group boundaries have societal significance for children’s 

interactions and are repeatedly reinforced for young children (e.g., gender boundaries are reinforced 

in peer, parent, and teacher interactions, Maccoby, 1990). This additional repetition and significance 

may be pivotal for children’s implicit attitude acquisition.

Conclusion.

Despite its relevance to both theory and application, the question of how and when children 

acquire implicit attitudes has only begun to be explored. In this experiment, children (ages 7-11) 

rapidly acquired novel implicit attitudes from minimal verbal evaluative statements but not from 

repeated evaluative pairings. Even with additional scaffolding of learning goals, valence, and group 

categories, children showed little evidence of learning from purportedly low-level associative 

information. Thus, while age-related similarity emerges in acquiring implicit attitudes from 

statements, age-related change is suggested in acquiring implicit attitudes from stimulus pairings. 

Such results underscore the importance of comparing multiple learning interventions to identify 

nuanced developmental patterns in implicit social cognition. Finally, this research can help shape 

recommendations regarding how and when certain interventions are optimal for shifting implicit 

attitudes.
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Endnotes

  Due to data resource limitations, collection first involved random assignment to Control, ES, 

ES+REP, or REPmin.instruct and proceeded sequentially through each REP variant within a span of 6 

months.

2 Note that Kurdi and Banaji (2017) presented adult participants with 37 trials of pairings. A smaller 

number of pairings was used to increase children’s engagement, reduce participant fatigue, and 

conform to task length requirements at the data collection sites. Moreover, recent work with adults 

has indicated that exposure to fewer trials in this paradigm is unlikely to reduce the magnitude of 

learning in REP, with any effects of learning emerging within the first 5 trials (Kurdi & Banaji, 2019).

3 Frequentist analyses (providing identical conclusions) are reported in the supplemental materials.

4 To address the possibility that children were relying on explicit attitudes for their memory checks in 

the control condition, future research may benefit from including a third “don’t know” answer option.
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Data Availability Statement

All materials, data, and analysis scripts for this project are available from the Open Science 
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a.

b.

Figure 1. Stimuli Presented to Participants. a. Longfaces and Squarefaces group category stimuli; b. 

Positive and negative valence attribute stimuli used in all repeated evaluative pairing (REP) learning 

conditions.
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Figure 2. Implicit Preferences by Learning Condition. Error bars indicate 95% Highest Density 

Intervals (HDIs) from Bayesian linear models, with control condition as the dummy-coded intercept. 

REPmin indicates repeated evaluative pairings with minimal instructions (REPmin.instruct); REPmax 

indicates REPmax.instruct condition with additional task information; REPval.lab indicates REPlabels A
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condition with valence US labels; REPgrp.lab indicates REPgroup.labels condition with both group CS and 

valence US labels; ES indicates evaluative statements condition; and Combined indicates the 

combination of ES+REP.

Table 1.

Comparison of the information provided to participants across learning conditions.

CS–US 

pairings
Learning goal

Valence 

labels

Group 

labels

Relational 

description

Control X X X X X

REPmin.instruct Y X X X X

REPmax.instruct Y Y X X X

REPlabels Y Y Y X X

REPgroup.labels Y Y Y Y X

ES X Y Y Y Y

ES+REP Y Y Y Y Y

Note: “Y” and dark shading indicates that the information was provided to participants; “X” and light 

shading indicates that the information was not provided to participants.
a. Learning goal refers to whether the learning goal was highlighted by explicitly instructing children 

to learn the relationship between groups and good/bad pictures (i.e., “Your job is to learn which group 

goes with which kind of picture”) b. Valence labels refers to whether US (good/bad) categories were 

highlighted by explicitly introducing the positively valenced images as “good things” and the 

negatively valenced images as “bad things.”. c. Group labels refers to whether CS A
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(Squarefaces/Longfaces) categories were highlighted by explicitly introducing the two kinds of 

groups as “Longfaces” and “Squarefaces.” d. Relational description refers to whether the relationship 

among CS and US was highlighted by explicitly stating that this group is good [points to the 

Squarefaces], and this group is bad [points to the Longfaces]. Verbatim instruction text is provided in 

supplemental materials.

Table 2.

Descriptives and Bayesian Regression of Implicit Preferences (IAT D-scores) by Learning Condition

Descriptives Bayesian Posterior Estimates

M SD M SD 95% HDIa P H01
b P H10

b

Control -0.07 0.28 -0.06 0.05 [-0.16, 0.03] 0.96 0.04

REPmin.instruct -0.03 0.31 0.03 0.07 [-0.10, 0.17] 0.95 0.05

REPmax.instruct -0.03 0.30 0.04 0.07 [-0.10, 0.17] 0.94 0.06

REPlabels -0.05 0.27 0.01 0.07 [-0.13, 0.14] 0.97 0.03

REPgroup.labels 0.03 0.31 0.09 0.07 [-0.04, 0.23] 0.76 0.24

ES 0.26 0.30 0.32 0.07 [0.19, 0.46] 0.01 0.99

ES+REP Combined 0.28 0.36 0.34 0.07 [0.21, 0.47] 0.00 1.00
a. Highest Density Intervals (HDIs) of the posterior indicate the range of values that include 95% of 

the posterior model estimates. b. P (H01) indicates the proportion of the posterior density that falls 

inside the pre-specified null interval of [-0.15, 0.15], while P (H10) indicates the proportion of the 

posterior density that falls outside the null interval.

Table 3.

Descriptives and Bayesian Regression of Explicit Preference Questions by Learning ConditionA
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Bayesian Posterior Estimates

P(better) P(play) Ma SDa 95% HDIb P H0
c P H1

c

Control 0.71 0.74 2.27 0.83 [0.72, 3.89] 0.02 0.98

REPmin.instruct 0.64 0.67 -0.73 0.86 [-2.45, 0.93] 0.40 0.60

REPmax.instruct 0.64 0.59 -1.05 0.85 [-2.74, 0.57] 0.28 0.72

REPlabels 0.68 0.71 -0.34 0.87 [-2.04, 1.36] 0.50 0.50

REPgroup.labels 0.62 0.72 -0.61 0.87 [-2.35, 1.07] 0.44 0.56

ES 0.90 0.87 1.87 0.96 [0.08, 3.82] 0.09 0.91

ES+REP Combined 0.86 0.91 2.00 0.93 [0.26, 3.92] 0.06 0.94

Note: Models were Generalized Linear Mixed Effects Model with random intercepts of subject and 

question (“better” or “play with”). Descriptives indicate the probability of selecting Squarefaces as 

“better” or the group to “play with.”
a. Mean and standard deviation of the posterior are in untransformed log-odds from the logistic 

regression results. b. Highest Density Intervals (HDIs) of the posterior indicate the range of values that 

include 95% of the posterior model estimates, in log-odds. c. P (H0) indicates the proportion of the 

posterior density, transformed into probability estimates, that falls inside the pre-specified null 

interval centered around chance (0.50), [-0.35, 0.65], while P (H1) indicates the proportion of the 

posterior density that falls outside the null interval. 
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